Easy Trap Duster – sweep and dust sheets

Dust Bunnies be gone, Dog and Cat hair too

See How Clean Your Customers’ Facilities Can Be

Feature/Function:
3M™ Easy Trap Duster - sweep and dust sheets have the power to trap more hair than flat dust mops and a competitive household sweeping dust cloth brand.

Trap up to 8X more hair, dirt, and sand than flat dust mops and a competitive household sweeping dust cloth brand.

Benefit:
Impressive – Reduces the risk of bad impressions with spotless exam rooms, flawless foyers and waiting rooms.

Feature/Function:
The sheets trap and hold onto pet hair and dust more effectively than most commonly used dusting products.

They pick up difficult debris, sand, hair and other small particles – even on wet floors.

Benefit:
Effective – Other products often stick and drag when wet, and elicit the unintended “gut check” during cleaning.

Feature/Function:
Made with 3M proprietary fibers and construction, a unique 3M adhesive technology ensures consistent debris collection throughout the sheet.

Disposable sheets are available in 5” or 8” width rolls of 6” perforated increments.

Benefit:
Convenient – No laundering required. Nearly any length flat floor tool can be used.

Reduces the risk of bad impressions.

Gives your customers the power to achieve amazing results in no time at all.

Order a sample at 3M.com/EasyTrap
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Check-Off (Qualify)
Identify if a 3M representative has been in recently:
Doctor, has a 3M rep discussed 3M™ Easy Trap Duster - sweep & dust sheets with you?
If YES, confirm the benefits.
If NO, show them how great it is!

Confidence
Dr. I believe these disposable sheets made with 3M proprietary fibers and construction and unique 3M adhesive technology can reduce the risk of bad impressions, like the colonies of hair that can form in your exam rooms and waiting rooms.

Invitation (neutral)
Let me show you real quick how it works and leave a sample for your staff to use…

It’s the customer’s decision
...so you can decide if 3M™ Easy Trap Duster - sweep & dust sheets can help your staff easily maintain spotless exam rooms and flawless foyers and waiting rooms.

Vacuums are loud and can irritate patients.
Lower drag reduces worker fatigue because sweeping shouldn’t be a drag.

Traditional dusting tools just move dust around. These sheets trap it and hold on to it.